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Chapter 537He Finally Signed the Share Transfer Agreement 

“Mandy!” Bishop’s face turned pale as paper. He gritted his teeth and shouted fiercely. His steps 

became bigger and bigger, faster and faster. 

On the other side, Lucia trembled slightly. Her nose somehow felt sore and she burst into tears. 

At this moment, there came a burst of noise from the reef. Then everyone on this side was shocked and 

made a sound of exclamation. Lucia turned her head and looked over there. 

The people over there were in chaos, and she couldn’t hear what they were saying. But she vaguely saw 

a figure close to the reef, as if lying on the rect, and a slender figure connected to him on the other side, 

teetering on the edge of the reef. Lucia was startled suddenly, and then heard someone whisper around, 

“The woman didn’t fall! She was held back by Kylan!” 

As expected, the woman hanging teetering on the edge of the reef was Mandy! Other men grabbed 

Kylan one after another, fearing that he would also be dragged down. Below the reef, there were 

turbulent waves. The waves hit the rock wall, and the wind mixed with the waves was fierce. 

At this time, Bishop’s men all moved closer. He also found Mandy hanging on the edge of the reef. 

August frowned. Noticing that the situation had changed, he immediately instructed Burton. 

August said something to him. Burton looked solen and walked over there quickly. Lucia’s heart 

tightened. She turned to August and asked, “What do you want to do?” 

Now, Mandy was a pawn in August’s hands, a pawn to suppress Bishop. The sudden accident just now 

shocked everyone, but it also exposed Bishop’s sincerity from another aspect. 

He had kept saying just now that he didn’t care about Mandy, but it turned out to be a lie. From the 

moment Mandy jumped off the reef, Bishop’s reaction had already proved that he lost. 

If Mandy jumped, things would turn around. But now, she didn’t die, and she was still in the hands of 

August’s men. As long as Mandy was around, August would force Bishop to bow his head and let go of 

power. 

August frowned and didn’t speak. He stared at her deeply and said after a moment, “Lucia, don’t be 

soft-hearted.” Bishop had never softened his heart when he used tricks to deal with them again and 

again. Bishop had set a trap and broken August’s legs. Bishop had killed the abbot of Evergreen Temple. 

Now, it was his turn. August decided that he must not be soft-hearted. 
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